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Free Courses (CRSS). Together with the "thematic projects", the SMIMSC present a series of courses, "Academic
Specialization Courses", taught by prestigious teachers of the most important Italian and foreign conservatories. To these
must also be added an NLP Music Lab course (PNL dedicated to music) held by Alessandro Tardino, the only and first
course of its kind on the international panorama of Musical Perfection Courses.
DANIELA UCCELLO - SINGING
Soprano and internationally renowned trainer, teacher at the "G. Verdi" Conservatory in Milan (IT), will provide his
professionalism and experience for the various needs of singing students, from those who have just started, to those
who want deepen their repertoire (chamber, sacred, leader or opera), to young professionals who wish to specialize in
anticipation of auditions or academic exams.

ROMANO FRANCESCHETTO - SINGING
Bariton and internationally renowned trainer, teacher at the "A. Boito" Conservatory in Parma (IT), will provide his
professionalism and experience for the various needs of singing students, from those who have just started, to those
who want deepen their Opera repertoire, to young professionals who wish to specialize in anticipation of auditions or
academic exams.

STEFANO MALFERRARI - PIANOFORTE
Musician, teacher at the “G. B. Martini "of Bologna (IT), carries out an international activity both as teacher and
pianist. Of great interpretative sensitivity, his repertoire embraces a very wide time span that reaches up to today's
music. The gentle trait of his personality is placed in his teaching for students of various levels of preparation.

MARCELLO MAZZONI - PIANOFORTE
Internationally renowned concertpianist, lecturer at the "L. Canepa" Conservatory in Sassari (IT), he has to his credit
numerous record recordings for important record labels. Artistic Director of different musical realities, he carries out
an intense educational activity, with a focus on young talents, using very effective teaching methods.

ANDREA PADOVA - PIANOFORTE
Concert player, one of the most prominent Italian pianists on the international scene, teacher at the “A. Boito ”Parma
(IT), is the winner of numerous international competitions. He has recorded recordings and concerts in the most
prestigious concert halls in the world. Many of his students were winners of competitions in prestigious piano
competitions.

ENRICO VICCARDI - ORGANO
Organist, Musician and historian of the instrument, teacher at the “A. Boito ”Parma (IT), holds specialization courses
and concerts throughout Europe. Among his prestigious recording, the Opera Omnia of organ compositions by J. S.
Bach stands out. He is the responsible person and Artistic Director of many companies that deal with the protection
and disclisure of the organ music heritage.

FILIPPO LATTANZI - MARIMBA & PERCUSSION
Percussionist and soloist of international fame, he is one of the most interesting interpreters and exponents of the
world marimba scene, both as soloist and conductor or member of prestigious musical ensembles. Professor of the
"N. Piccinni" Conservatory of Bari, he holds Masters courses all over the world.

MARIO MARZI - SAXOPHONE
Internationally renowned saxophonist, professor at the V. Verdi conservatory in Milan and first saxophone of the
Scala Symphony Orchestra in Milan. He holds Masterclasses all over the world and plays with several prestigious
Ensembles. He has numerous recordings to his credit. The course at our SMIMSC will focus on the repertoire for
saxophone or ensemble of saxophones and string orchestra with final concert with orchestra

